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FORESTS: Can dead wood fuel the future? (02/28/2008)
Eryn Gable, special to Land Letter

Officials throughout the West are increasingly considering the possibility of thinning their overcrowded forests and using
the biomass to produce renewable energy.

Calls to clear the forests have become especially prevalent in Colorado and Wyoming, where the bark beetle has affected
1.5 million acres of forests, leaving dead trees that increase wildfire danger and threaten water supplies.

The dead wood left behind from the bark beetles could provide fuel for cars, according to John Scahill, an engineer with
the Energy Department.

"This gasoline and diesel is indistinguishable from what you put in your gas tank," Scahill said at a biomass conference
last week at Colorado State University. "It could be a premium or superior product from what we currently get from
petroleum."

What's more, Scahill estimated it would cost less -- about $2 a gallon, compared to about $3 for petroleum.

The Feb. 21 conference focused on different ways to covert dead trees to energy and thereby also reduce the danger of
wildfire. The dead trees can be turned into wood chips or pellets, allowing their use for heating, or converted into a liquid
fuel.

"We can essentially melt trees, and what we end up producing is called bio-oils," Scahill said. Once the trees are melted
down, scientists can remove the oxygen from the oil to create a petroleum replacement, he said.

Cellulose-based ethanol can be made from most plant wastes, including the small trees, branches and bark that cannot be
used in a traditional lumber mill. In the past, most of that material was simply burned in slash piles.

'Billion Ton' study

Currently, about 3 percent of the electricity in the United states is produced by biomass, mostly in the South, according to
Craig Jones of the Colorado State Forest Service.

A 2005 study by the Agriculture and Energy departments, known as the "Billion Ton" study, found more than 1.3 billion
dry tons per year of biomass potential on U.S. forestland and agricultural land, enough to produce biofuels to meet more
than one-third of the current U.S. demand for transportation fuels. However, more than two-thirds of that potential biomass
is on agricultural lands.



The picture shows a thinning project done under the White Mountain
Stewardship contract. The photo shows that many small-diameter
trees were removed and how sparse the grass and vegetation is under

a thicket of trees. Photo courtesy of the Forest Service. 

Two Canadian companies announced earlier this month that they would build Colorado's first cellulosic ethanol plants,
converting beetle-killed trees and other wood residues into fuel. The $88 million project was financed in part by a $30
million Energy Department grant. 

The plant is scheduled to be completed by 2012.

Range Fuels, a Broomfield, Colo.-based company that started in 2006, is building the nation's first commercial-sized
biomass plant in Georgia. Bill Schafer, Range Fuels' senior vice president for business development, said such plants
could one day provide a substantial amount of the nation's transportation fuel.

KL Process Design Group in Rapid City, S.D., is currently operating a cellulose-based demonstration ethanol plant in
Wyoming that produces 1.5 million gallons of ethanol a year. The company hopes the plant will become commercially
viable this year.

"We truly believe that cellulose-based ethanol is going to be the future of ethanol," said Jim Schultze of KL Process
Design Group.

Last year, U.S. Forest Service Chief Gail Kimbell proposed replacing 15 percent of the nation's gasoline with cellulosic
ethanol.

Some environmental groups have called that goal unrealistic. In a September 2007 op-ed piece in Headwaters News, Tom
DeLuca, a senior forest ecologist for the Wilderness Society, said cellulosic ethanol technology was not commercially
available and the environmental effects need be more carefully scrutinized. DeLuca found that meeting the Forest
Service's goal -- equivalent to about 35 billion gallons annually -- would require thinning about 42.7 million acres of
forest lands annually, or about 31 percent of all accessible Forest Service lands.

"Production of cellulosic ethanol from forest biomass has significant potential, but our expectations must be realistic,"
DeLuca wrote. "Fuel reduction treatments will at most supply 60 million tons of biomass annually for both biofuel and for
electricity generation.

"Assuming all logistics are overcome and half of the biomass goes to ethanol production, then we could expect forest
thinning to provide about 2.5 billion gallons of ethanol. This level of production, combined with improved fuel economy
and increased conservation, has the potential to make a significant contribution to our nation's energy independence
without placing an unreasonable strain on our forest resources."

Rocky Smith, program manager for the Colorado Wild Forest Watch Campaign, said harvesting wood for biomass on a
large scale could damage the soil, contribute to air and water pollution, damage the tourism industry and require too much
water, he said.

"It's not going to solve all our energy needs, but it can make a contribution," Smith said. "It's got to be small. It's got to be
local, and it's got to be flexible. ... If we can do that, I think we can have our cake and eat it, too."
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'Realistic' expectations

Despite the reservations of some environmentalists, efforts in recent years have sought to find common ground among the
wood products industry, public agencies and environmental groups.

This photograph shows a whole tree chipper loading a typical chip van
with chips. Each chip van can hold 25 green tons or 50,000 pounds of

chips. Photo courtesy of DOE. 

In Arizona, a group of about 20 stakeholders representing wood-product businesses, local government, environmental
groups and public agencies are working with scientists from Northern Arizona University to build agreement about the
amount and type of wood supply that could be available from the thinning of Arizona's ponderosa pine forests to promote
ecosystem health and reduce the risk of unnaturally severe wildfire.

In a report released earlier this month, the group found that wood and biomass resources were available from 41 percent
of 2.4 million acres of ponderosa pine forest stretching from the South Rim of the Grand Canyon to the New Mexico state
line. They also agreed that 26 percent of the area was not appropriate for thinning for commercial wood byproducts.

The report is the first major agreement among groups typically at odds over the issue of forest thinning. "This project is
unique at the national level, and the fact that consensus was reached on almost 70 percent of the landscape is remarkable,"
Todd Schulke, forest programs director of the Center for Biological Diversity said in a statement.

However, many experts agree more work needs to be done before ethanol becomes the fuel of the future. DOE's Scahill
noted that more research is needed to ensure the product will remain stable while it is stored and to create a viable
market. Businesses also need incentives and assurances before they will invest in the technology, he said.

Georgia offered several incentives to Range Fuels for the plant it is building there, making it economically competitive,
according to Schafer.

Biomass gets slapped with a disincentive

Currently, there is a strong disincentive to recover biomass from federal forests, thanks to a definition included in the
energy bill passed late last year by Congress that excluded biomass materials recovered from public lands from a mandate
for renewable fuels.

"This provision not only discourages the use of such biomass, but in doing so could result in a decrease in responsible
forest management by denying land managers an important outlet for the excessive biomass loads that often accumulate on
public lands," Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.) said in a written release earlier this month explaining why he had signed on to
legislation meant to fix this definition. "This measure would promote the use of energy from waste products gathered on
federal lands, including those that are byproducts of preventive treatments and are removed to reduce hazardous fuels, to
reduce or contain disease or insect infestation, or to restore ecosystem health."
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In the photograph above, a rubber tire grapple skidder is "skidding" a
sheared and bundled pile of primarily small trees to be chipped or
processed into small sawlogs. Photo courtesy of DOE. 

The bill, dubbed the Renewable Biomass Facilitation Act of 2008 and introduced by Rep. Stephanie Herseth Sandlin
(D-S.D.), would amend a section of the energy bill to include federal forests in the biomass mix. The addition will
provide tax incentives to develop biomass activities on federal lands.

Bill Carlson, chairman of the USA Biomass Power Producers Alliance, said there should be lots of opportunities on the
national forests for biomass, given how overgrown they are and the respective declines in forest health -- seen in the form
of insects, disease and unstoppable wildfires. But the Forest Service has not designed its timber sales with producers in
mind, he said, noting that most sales are small and that makes it difficult for producers to get interested.

"It could be something very good for national forest land managers if they could offer up landscape-level, long-term
stewardship contracts," Carlson said. "That's what's missing. That's why it hasn't gone very far."

Perhaps the most notable long-term stewardship contract was awarded by the Apache-Sitgreaves national forests in
August 2004. The 10-year stewardship contract allowed the thinning of 150,000 acres of primarily small-diameter
ponderosa pine trees, emphasizing wildland-urban interface areas surrounding communities in Arizona's White Mountains.

But such projects have been few and far between, and Carlson said it is also a bit of a mixed bag on private and state
forests, with California the only state in the West so far to have enjoyed some success with biomass. Oregon has been
trying to put in place incentives that would provide a tax credit for companies that remove material from the woods, but in
most of the rest of the West -- particularly, Idaho, Colorado, Montana and Wyoming -- the federal government is in charge
of most forests.

Still, many Westerners are hopeful that biomass will present an opportunity for the region to grow a sustainable industry
and improve the health of its forests.

"We can use it or we can lose it," said Carl Spaulding, president of the Colorado Timber Association. "We can't have an
industry that's too big, and we can't have one that's too little."

Gable is an independent energy and environmental writer in Woodland Park, Colo.
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